Retooled House of Governors holds first meeting
Mulligan proposes shared activity space

Chris Brennan
Staff

T

he Saint Louis U. High House of
Governors (HOG) convened Dec. 4
for the first time since the 2005-06 school
year. The agenda included an explanation
of the HOG by Principal Mary Schenkenberg, a proposal about new club areas by
senior Michael Mulligan, the explanation
of the new club approval process, requests
regarding photos from the Dauphin yearbook, and a questionnaire made by HOG
moderator Patrick Zarrick regarding opportunities to learn about leadership.
As all the clubs signed in, Schenkenberg spoke about the birth of the HOG at
the beginning of the 2005-06 school year
as part of changes designed to increase

student leadership, including more active
STUCO homeroom reps. On the handout
intended to clean up the muddiness of the
HOG’s purpose, the HOG’s functions are
listed as “personal/group development and
an administration sounding board.”
The HOG then discussed Mulligan’s
proposal. Mulligan assumed that after the
creation of a new gym in the upcoming
expansion and the cafeteria’s shift to the
current gym space, the current academic
administrative offices, now in the middle of
the first floor, would move to the cafeteria.
Mulligan proposed that the area now
occupied by the academic administrative
offices would be set aside for extracurricular
activities that do not already have space. This
space would be divided into rooms which
would correspond to the needs of different
Photo by Sam Faszholz

types of clubs.
The rooms would also have new equipment “that will enable the clubs to function
properly,” according to the proposal. Various
clubs would share these rooms and scheduling would be decided by a committee of
students whose clubs were not competing
for the space. The HOG then brainstormed
ideas for what the designated extracurricular
space would need; a copy machine, laptops,
and a Local Area Network connection were
suggested.
Questions about the usefulness of the
HOG and the discussion of Mulligan’s proposal were raised after the meeting. Senior
Jon Tylka, member of the Venture Crew, Photography Club, Ultimate Frisbee, Wellness
Club, and Climbing Club, said, “It doesn’t

see HOG, 7

S T U C O ,
ACES, launch
holiday drives
Mark Waterman
Reporter

I

The varsity hockey team celebrates with its fans after a 5-3 victory over top-ranked CBC on Nov. 30 at Affton Rink. The Busiebills overcame a 2-0 deficit to defeat the formidable Cadets. See article, p.5.

n the weeks leading up to Christmas,
requests for donations have come upon
St. Louis U. High students from all sides.
Student Council is seeking donations for
its annual International Christmas Drive,
while the Association for Culture Enrichment at SLUH (ACES) is asking that students bring in toys to be donated to Project
ARK, a charity offshoot of the Washington
University Department of Medicine.
According to Project ARK’s website
(projectark.wustl.edu), it is an agency “com-

see DRIVES, 7
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the project itself,” explained Rankin. “Once
we got the green light … it took us about a
week or two to get all of the contractors up
and ready.”
A total of seven contractors helped to
complete the job, which was overseen by
Rankin. Byrnes and Jones Construction Co.
began the construction by locating the specific site of the sinkhole, excavating it, and
then refilling and packing it in with one-inch
minus—a compact mixture of rock and sand.
Midwest Drilling followed by drilling 32
holes of three-inch diameter in the area and
filling them with a cement grout. “Basically,
(it’s) like piers that will hold up the structure
very strongly in the area of the sinkhole,”
said Rankin.
Merlo Plumbing handled the damaged
sprinklers, and Schaeffer Electric repaired a

damaged fiber-optic cable, the wire connecting the scoreboard to its control panel. The
SLUH grounds crew, headed by Al Teske,
took care of relandscaping the area, which
was built back up by Green Guys Landscaping. Byrne and Jones then rebuilt the curbing
and pavement under and bordering the track.
Finally, Defargo Sports Services put a new
segment of track material where the hole
was and entirely re-striped the track.
Although there is no way to guarantee
that all sinkhole problems have been fixed,
Rankin said, “I don’t think we’ll ever have
problems in that corner again.”
“I’m happy that it has been completed,”
he added. “I’m happy that we have that under
control now, and that everything’s back on
track again. No pun intended.”

I like to (turn more) toward the writing of
poetry,” Quinn said. “This makes a nice
transition.”
ason Sommer, a poet and English proBecause SLUH’s poetry curriculum
fessor at Fontbonne University, visited spends so much time on the reading and
the St. Louis U. High senior poetry class interpretation of poems, there is less time to
on Dec. 3. Sommer, author of three po- focus on the process of writing and revising
etry collections,
poetry. To help
most
recently
give a sense of
The Man Who
this process to his
Sleeps in My Ofstudents, Quinn
fice, made anothinvited Sommer
er yearly visit to
once more to his
offer an authorial
class.
perspective for
“I revise like
SLUH’s aspiring
crazy—again
poets and answer
and again and
questions about
again—looking
his latest work,
at my poems as
which was a part
a reader,” Somof SLUH’s pomer said. “There’s
etry curriculum
always something
this year.
you can do with
Jason Sommer speaks to the senior poetry class on Monday.
English teacher Terry Quinn, who (them).”
teaches the class, met Sommer through felThe class also had the opportunity to ask
low English teacher Rich Moran. Sommer’s Sommer about specific poems he has written
first visits to SLUH were presentations to that are part of SLUH’s poetry curriculum.
sophomore English classes, but when the The group discussed Sommer’s use of meter
English department introduced a poetry and the personal inspiration behind several
class, Sommer visited to speak on poetry of his most recent poems.
writing.
Senior Ben Clark enjoyed Sommer’s
“The class (focuses) on reading poetry visit, appreciating his answers to “technical
in the first quarter, but in the second quarter, questions about being a poet.”

Senior Jack Dryden said Sommer did
a nice job of mixing humor with advice.
“He was a really funny guy,” said Dryden.
“He gave me a lot of insight (into) writing
poetry.”
Sommer has earned degrees at Brandeis,
Stanford, and Saint Louis University. He
has received a Whiting Foundation Writers’
Award and is currently one of the nominees
for the new position of Missouri Poet Laureate.
Dan Everson contributed reporting.

A

nother chapter in St. Louis U. High’s
sinkhole history was closed in the
first week of November with the completion of the soccer/track stadium’s sinkhole
repairs. According to Director of Facilities Joe Rankin, an estimated sum of over
$200,000 went into fixing the hole.
The sinkhole was discovered by track
team members during practice on May 16
(See Vol. 71, Issue 30). Not only did it damage a drain beneath the track, but it damaged
the track itself, which hung limply over the
void.
Construction on the hole started the third
week of August. “We were waiting to get the
green light from the insurance company, as
far as when we could start actually doing

Sommer speaks to senior poetry class
Michael Baumer
Reporter
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Billiken Briefings

Attention SLUH writers and appreciators
of writing: There will be a Poetry and Prose
Night on Thursday, Dec. 13 at 7 p.m. in
the library. All are welcome to read a work
(original or otherwise) or just come and
listen. See you there!
In light of increased I-64 construction
delays, SLUH students can now access
the student parking lot via Wise and East
Avenues. Additionally, please refrain from
parking beyond the “No Parking” sign on
Oakland Avenue. Violators are subject to
fines and JUGs.
Don’t know what to do with yourself
now that fall sports are over? Come write
for the Prep News! We need reporters.
Come to the Prep News office (second
floor J-Wing) any time and speak with
an editor.
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Wall,’08, expresses H a r t z l e r , ’ 0 8 , a n d
Miller,’09, defend
concern over
student treatment the free period
To the Editors:
I find there is a growing problem of cruelty towards one another
in our SLUH community, and what shocks me is that I see most of
this from faculty towards students. I have always felt very welcome
and at home at SLUH because it really is just like one big family.
I have seen animosity between students, but nothing compares to
what I have seen as of late coming from the adults.
I will not mention specific examples, but I am talking about a
surprising amount of the faculty here, and I should also note that
I have not seen this in everyone, that there are indeed still many
purely kind people here. It is not my goal to attack certain people
as a form of revenge, but rather to point out some injustices I have
witnessed so that improvement might find its way in.
Any disciplinary system automatically creates two classes of
people: the superior punisher and the inferior punished. While some
form of discipline is necessary to keep order, I have seen this hierarchy get out of hand with students being punished for trivial things.
It is not my intention in this letter to discuss the demerit system,
but I will say that there are many inherent flaws in the punishable
offenses and the ease at which punishment is dealt sometimes.

see WALL, 8

To the Editors
We, as students of Saint Louis U. High, receive a great all
around education in the four years we spend here, from within the
classrooms to life lessons learned outside of the seven periods of the
day. SLUH is accredited by North Central Association as a college
prep secondary school. The two goals set by NCA are that the “school
delineates the outcomes of learning to be achieved in each required
course and develops a means of evaluating the student’s achievement of those desired outcomes,” and that the school “provides
students with the competencies that enable all graduates to
be qualified for postsecondary programs of education.” We
as students believe that we should have an opportunity to
become competent outside of the classroom not by force,
but by choice.
As most of you know, the administration has recently implemented a rule prohibiting playing games during unscheduled periods.
Is this because our lives as SLUH students are just too laid back?
We strongly disagree with this rule for several reasons. First of
all, as SLUH students, we are bombarded with difficult information
at least six periods a day. Why does the administration think it is so

Pastoral Update

Once again, that time of year has arrived.
Our Thanksgiving feasts with our loved
ones are done, and the world seems to push
towards the Christmas season. I wish I could
say that at SLUH we weren’t affected by our
society’s obsession with Christmas, but as
I write I know I am addressing a topic with
the word “Christmas” in its title.
We join together as a community again
this year to take part in the STUCO led
International Christmas Drive. This drive
every year is very special. The drive reaches
to the heart of things far beyond any other
fundraiser we do at SLUH simply because we
come to know the people who are receiving
our gifts on some personal basis.
The International Christmas Drive is
sponsored by St. Pius V Parish and Catholic
Charities. The organizations work together
to find residents of Saint Louis, mainly immigrants, who are in some degree of poverty,
usually severe. Working with the organizations, we adopt 40 of the families and assign
each homeroom a family. Families range
from eight people to one and may include
nearby relatives that they help support. It is

amazing to think what this drive is about.
Over 40 families are humble enough to
put their families in the hands of complete
strangers, relying on them to help provide
their families with a Christmas that gives not
only household items and gifts, but gives a
face to the hope they entrusted their families
to. I wonder often if I or any of us could
humble ourselves to give complete control
of what we have to strangers, and rely only
on the basis of hope for those strangers to
provide not only for us, but our families.
During Rock for a Cure we heard from
the gospel about the woman giving up her
only coin. The gospel comes to life again
here, but not for us. We see the living example
of the woman in the families. The woman
trusted that God would provide for her,
and not her money. The families trust that
God through us will provide for their needs
during this time. Jesus calls us to take care
of our human family, and the drive is that.
Bleed with Me comes to life here. I hope I
don’t have to say why, but just in case I will.
We are bleeding with the poor, because not
only are we entrusted to give these families

see MARTZLER, 8

a really spectacular Christmas, but because
we get to go out and be with the families on
the delivery date and see that these people
aren’t defined by their poverty, but rather
by their refreshing spirit to live despite the
odds. We’ll name the poor, but not just stop
at naming them, we will know who they
are, what type of conditions they live in,
and how truly human and wonderful these
people are.
So join us. If you give only to one drive
this year let this be that drive. Let’s become
true men for and with others by giving
out of our need and knowing what good it
does for the family. The good of providing
material items yes, but the good of giving
the world hope that there is still love, care,
and concern for one another in our twisted
world. Be men for others by giving without
grumbling, because these people have so
much more to grumble about but chose not
to. Be with others by delivering. Be there
physically, hold a conversation, be humble
about who we are and be thankful for the
gifts we have. Join the poor in solidarity

see DELARIA, 8
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AP Government classes prepare mock primary

Chad Carson
Reporter

N

early a year before the 2008 Presidential Election, flyers endorsing
presidential candidates of both parties
have been posted throughout the blue and
white hallways of St. Louis U. High.
As a part of his AP American Politics
classes, teacher Paul Michaelson has required
each of his students to select a presidential
candidate to endorse. On Dec. 13, he hopes
to have a school-wide mock election where
polls will be open before and after school, as
well as during activity period, for the entire
student body. The polls might also be open
during free periods. Michaelson hopes to
have speeches given the day before the mock
election about each of the candidates. Current
plans are for these speeches to be given by
the students endorsing the candidates.
In Michaelson’s class, each student has
been required to campaign for a candidate.
Many have selected well-known candidates
such as Democratic hopeful John Edwards,
whose signs vow that he will “restore
America’s leadership role in the world;”

others reference lesser-known candidates
such as Republican Mike Huckabee, whose
signs reference Chuck Norris. Any student
who would like to know more about any
particular candidate is encouraged to talk
to the student endorsing that candidate.
Even though at this point only some
candidates have had signs posted for them,
Michaelson believes almost every candidate
has been covered, as each student was given
his own choice. Michaelson said only some
students have posted signs because “some
students have become more involved than
others and it’s based on the energy the
students have.” He hopes his students will
become more enthusiastic closer to the election date. Senior Michael Mulligan said,
“Things will begin to heat up closer to the
election.”
Michaelson said, “Through this campaign, I hope the class will gain a greater
understanding of how a campaign works,
one of the goals of the class.” As a side benefit, he also hopes his students will become
very informed on one particular candidate
and their cause. He encourages the students

to go in-depth and stay updated with the
candidates’ websites.
On a school-wide level, Michaelson
hopes that his students’ enthusiasm will bring
a greater awareness of the importance of making an informed decision when voting. This
awareness will be especially beneficial to the
juniors and seniors, many of whom will be
eligible to vote in the upcoming presidential
election. Michaelson also would like to see
the student body as a whole become more
interested and enthused about politics.
“This is a great opportunity to get kids
involved in politics . . . and a good way to
increase participation in the voting process,
especially for the seniors who will be able
to vote in this election,” Mulligan said.
Proud of the lack of mudslinging during
the campaign, Mulligan feels the campaign
is “promoting good qualities.” However,
he, among several other students, is disappointed with the desecration of the flyers,
especially those in the freshman hallway
bathroom, adding that he would like to see
students “keep their opinions for a different,
more proper forum.”

Christmas trees created a festive atmosphere
in the house. The mothers who helped organize the event were quite appreciative of the
setting, especially since they did not need to
worry about decking out the bleachers of the
gym.
Cashbah co-chair Mary Pat Santel said
that although the eager auction-goers were
unfamiliar with the new setting, “the change
in venue was well-received, and it was a great
way to kick off the Cashbah season.”
The front tables for Cashbah, known
as the “Best of Cashbah,” are a hot item
at Sneak Peek each year. Another popular
item vied for by the attendees this year was
a set of tickets for the play Wicked at the Fox
Theatre. In addition to these prizes, several
holiday items were also auctioned off.
According to Santel, the Sneak Peek was
a huge success this year and was just as financially fruitful as any previous year. Santel
hopes the Sneak Peek presages more success
at Cashbah itself.

The Chessbills traveled south on
Wednesday afternoon to play Lindbergh in
their second match of the year. After a full
two hours of play, the Bills emerged with a
23-7 victory.
One of Lindbergh’s coaches had left the
team’s clocks at home, so the five matches
were played without time control. Nevertheless, none exceeded the normal time limit.
On board one, sophomore Peter Harris
faced a highly-ranked Lindbergh opponent
whom he had encountered previously at
tournaments in the area. After a closelyfought and lengthy struggle, the two finally
agreed to a draw.
In the strangest finish of the evening,
senior Josh Dripps won by forfeit when his
opponent’s mother showed up an hour or so
into the game and told him it was time to go.
Dripps would likely have won regardless,
since he was up a bishop.
Now the 2-0 chess team goes into hibernation, at least as far as competition goes.
They next face John Burroughs at home on
January 9.

Cashbah Sneak Peek held
off campus for first time

Zach Buchheit
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High choir and about
100 SLUH parents gathered last Friday at the historic Samuel Cupples House
for the Sneak Peek.
Sneak Peek is held each year to promote
upcoming the Cashbah auction. As at Cashbah itself, an auction is held over a cocktail
dinner, but fewer items are auctioned.
This was the first time since the event’s
inauguration in 1971 that it has been held
off the SLUH campus. Built in 1888, the
Cupples House, a rare example of Richardsonian Romanesque domestic architecture,
was originally the mansion of St. Louis
entrepreneur Samuel Cupples and contains
42 rooms, 22 fireplaces, and several intricate
stained glass windows. It was acquired by
Saint Louis University in 1946 and restored
beginning in the 1970s.
A wide variety of wreaths, lights, and
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Hockey fights back, stuns No. 1 CBC, 5-3
December 7, 2007

Railing collapses, fans fall during celebration

Matt Beezley
Reporter

T

alk to any St. Louis U. High hockey
fan about last Friday night, and you’ll
probably elicit the same euphoric response:
“It was the greatest hockey game I’ve ever
seen,” or “Unbelievable,” or, who knows,
simply a wide smile that comes only from
a resounding victory.
When the game clock hit 0:00 and the
final buzzer sounded, goaltender Alex Effinger thrust his arms into the air and charged
the boards in front of the thundering SLUH
student fan base, the rest of the team close
on his heels. Matt Beezley grabbed the lip
of the glass and thrust himself into the air,
screaming. Ryan Myers and freshman Jim
Berger both body-slammed the glass. The
entire team pounded relentlessly on the Plexiglas, as if their continuous banging would
break the boards and allow their crazed fans
to swarm the ice.
As the crowd jumped and surged forward, the white-painted wooden railing
in front of the stands collapsed, sending

But things weren’t always so picturefans plummeting (the incident can now be
viewed on YouTube). Senior Jack Twellman perfect last Friday night. Coming off two
close losses to confertumbled to the ground,
ence opponents DeScracking his old-school
met and Chaminade,
hockey helmet. David
the AlMichaelsbills
Ziegler’s nose was
needed a strong perblack and purple even
formance against the
three days after the
top-ranked Cadets to
monumental victory.
at least keep their spot
According to
in the top ten. Just 34
cheerleader and Nerseconds into the openinx Hall senior Perri
ing period, however, a
Jackson, “It was probCBC forward ripped a
ably the craziest minute
shot past Effinger from
ever.”
Numerous cheer- Junior Jack Berger faces off with a Cadet. SLUH the blue line, giving
when on to crush CBC, among other things.
the Cadets a very early
leaders walked away
lead.
from the game with bumps and bruises.
The deficit was doubled two shifts later
Alison Wienke suffered the worst blow,
a severely sprained ankle, but could be seen on a tipped shot that found the back of the
smiling widely in the lobby after the game. SLUH net. Many, including the Prepcasts.
Many students tried to sneak portions of com commentators, saw it as the beginning
the railing out the front doors as souvenirs of of a long, agonizing blowout to come, and
what can be considered the greatest comeback SLUH went into the middle period down
see BEE SEE YA, 9
in SLUH hockey history.
photo by sam faszholz

CBC hands wrestlers MCC loss JPKbills roll
to tourney win
A
T
Sam Burton
Reporter

not start off well. The team was missing two
starters—junior Kevin Staed and sophomore
fter a slow start, the St. Louis U. Tony Born. Born had become sick during
High wrestling team saw Parkway the day and wasn’t fit to wrestle. Staed was
South’s Patriot Classic as a way to spark expected to wrestle at 140, one class lighter
than he will normally compete
the young season. The Jr.
at this season. But when Staed
Bills wrestled far better last
stepped on the scale, he was
weekend than in their first
disappointed to see that his intwo bouts of the year, placcreased exercise had not been
ing four wrestlers. Junior
enough to lose the required
Mike Donovan placed sixth
five pounds; he had actually
in the 152-pound class. Segained three pounds. Staed’s
niors Josh Ritchey (275)
replacement, sophomore
and Ken Homan (189), each
David Lopez, wrestled well
finished fifth. Finally, James
but came up short and was
Barton finished second at
pinned.
171, losing to Andy Early
Though the Cadets won
of Lafayette. The team finKevin Sheehan strives to escape from
ished 11th out of 12 with his CBC opponent Tuesday night. the meet 36-30, the Jr. Bills
The Cadets beat SLUH 36-30.
were never without hope that
122.5 points.
The CBC Cadets, one of the teams that they could pull out a victory. The Jr. Bills
finished higher than the Jr. Bills with 174 got solid wins from Donovan and Tim Galpoints, came to the Oakland arena on Tuesday lagher.
night. SLUH’s chase of the MCC title did
see HEADLOCK, 9
photo by zac boesch

Spencer Rusch
Reporter

he St. Louis U. High Racquetball team
dominated the Winter Rollout tournament this weekend at Vetta Concord. The
Racquetbills scored 990 points, 602 more
than second place DeSmet. The Dominationbills attribute their great success to
their depth.
The tournament was broken into seven
divisions based on skill level. The Turkeybills
performed well in all divisions.
Ray Godefroid took second in division
one, impressively defeating reigning state
champion Matt Wyland of CBC 11-6, 11-7,
only to lose to Kirkwood No. 1 Brandon
Mitchener 11-3, 11-8. Joe Hoffman was able
to reach the semifinals before he too lost to
Mitchener 11-7, 3-11, 11-3.
Division two saw the Racquetbills’

see ROLLOUT , 10
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Sinclair makes Redskins roster Riflebills adapt
to life without
A
small bore
Matt Bettonville
Core Staff

against the Chicago Bears.
Sinclair said “nothing is permanent”
fter his heartbreaking final-round cut in professional football and “there’s really
from the Baltimore Ravens two years no such thing as job security,” but coaches
have led him to believe he
ago, Matt Sinclair, ’01, is
will remain on the team’s acfinally on his first active
tive roster for the rest of the
professional football rosseason. He said the length of
ter. The Washington Redhis active tenure will depend
skins activated Sinclair,
on his performance.
a strong side linebacker,
At SLUH, Sinclair started
middle linebacker, and
three years on varsity footspecial teams player, from
ball, playing tight end in
their practice team foladdition to linebacker. In his
lowing the tragic murder
junior year the team made
of safety Sean Taylor last
it to the state semifinals
week.
and Sinclair was named to
Since the Redskins
the second team All-Metro.
activated Sinclair, they have
played one game. Sinclair Matt Sinclair, ’01, played for Illinois be- His senior year, Sinclair
said he did not dress for that fore moving on to the Frankfurt Galaxy. was named second team
game because the team is Sinclair now plays for the Redskins. All-State and first team Allonly allowed to dress 45 players from their Metro and was the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
53-man roster and, because of many offen- defensive player of the year. He recorded 121
sive injuries, opted to dress extra offensive tackles in his senior season, just eight short
players. As of press time, Sinclair had been of the school record of 129, set by Brent
see SKINS, 12
promised playing time in last night’s game
photo courtesy of mr. dick wehner

Wingo to Army All-American
Combine at the Alamodome
Peter Mackowiak
Core Staff

yards and scored 28 touchdowns the past two
seasons. These numbers, as well as Wingo’s
unior Ronnie Wingo was recently in- gaudy track record in both the MSHSAA
vited to attend the U.S. Army All- and AAU circuits, have earned him national
American Combine at San Antonio’s Ala- attention: he was ranked the seventh-best
modome from Jan. 3
running back (and 56th
to 6. Wingo will join
best overall) prospect in
about 500 other top
his class by recruiting
junior football players
database Rivals.com.
from around the coun“I didn’t really expect
try in performing tests
to be ranked so high,
that calibrate strength,
but (the ranking) is just
speed, and agility.
a number in front of
“I feel blessed. I’m
my name. I’ll still have
happy I get to go, and I’m
to work hard this offreally looking forward
season,” said Wingo.
to the experience,” said
Rivals is not alone in
Wingo.
noticing the speedster’s
Junior Ronnie Wingo(23) stiff-arms his Lind“It’s a great oppor- bergh
opponent and to keep truckin’ down the prowess. Wingo has
tunity for Ronnie to be field. Wingo will be going to the Army Bowl. received scholarship ofexposed to some of the top athletes around,” fers from Tennessee, Minnesota, Missouri,
said SLUH head coach Gary Kornfeld.
and Illinois.
see WANNA, 10
The SLUH tailback has rushed for 3,017

J
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Dan Everson
Sports Editor

T

wo significant changes mark the start
of the new season for the St. Louis U.
High rifle team. The 2007-08 campaign is
the first ever in which the Pronebills will
shoot only air rifles (a switch from the
air rifle and small bore mix of previous
years), and it is new assistant coach Jonathan Neff’s first term on the job.
The decision to eliminate the small
bore, or .22 caliber, program was made last
winter by a committee consisting of President David Laughlin, former Vice President
for Advancement Thom Digman, Principal
Mary Schenkenberg, Assistant Principal
for Academics Mark Michalski, Assistant
Principal for Student Affairs H. Eric Clark,
Athletic Director Dick Wehner, and rifle
coaches Will Bresnahan and Mike Barron
(See Vol. 71, Issue 22).
Schenkenberg explained that the group
decided to drop the small bore program for
two reasons, the first of which was safety.
“The rifle team has a wonderful history of
safety, and I certainly realize that and admire
them for that,” Schenkenberg said. (The rifle
team has never had a gun-related injury.)
“But times change, and legal ramifications
change, as well, and we wanted to be sure
to protect the school, while still continuing
to offer rifle at St. Louis U. High, which
is very unusual. I don’t know that there’s
another private school in the area that has a
program like ours.”
The second aim of eliminating small
bore was to reduce travel times for the rifle
team. Schenkenberg said that because there
are more air rifle teams in the area than
there are teams that also shoot small bore,
SLUH’s team will not have to take as many
long journeys to competition as they have
had to in the past.
Whatever the reasons, the rifle team
expressed disagreement with the changes
last year, primarily because small bore was
a long-standing tradition at SLUH, the team
had never had injury problems with the .22s,
and experience with the .22 caliber guns is

see RIFLE, 11
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and local parishes, aims to provide basic
items along with presents for poor families
in St. Louis during the Christmas season.
Each homeroom is charged with gathering donations for a specific family. According
to STUCO Vice President for Pastoral Activities Brett DeLaria, the coordinators provide
SLUH with lists of goods, covering basic
needs for these families such as toiletries,
food, and household essentials.
Homerooms are also asked to bring in
gift cards to various stores, which will be
given to the families to allow them to choose
some Christmas gifts that go beyond their
basic needs.
After gathering their goods, students
from each homeroom will head out to their
family’s home to personally deliver the
gifts.
With both drives ending Dec. 14, and
both asking students to not only donate but
to bring in items that they must go out and

buy, some conflict is inevitable. “Sometimes
it just seems like drive after drive after
drive,” said DeLaria. “I think it’s an issue
that the administration needs to discuss in
general.”
Evans said that drive organizers are
simply trying to get it all out of the way at
once: “We’re trying for more community
involvement.”
Both drives are attempting to work together as much as possible to help each drive
succeed. STUCO is supporting Project ARK
by donating a portion of the proceeds from
the Dec. 15 Talent Show to the charity.
Leaders of both causes are encouraging
students to donate to both drives if they are
able. “We’re trying to cooperate,” said Llanos. With the drives taking place at the same
time, overall participation in the individual
drives may suffer, but in the end both causes
are noble. As Evans said, “There’s just plenty
of need out there.”

(from 1)
really seem they would use our ideas.” Tylka
added that even if students have opinions,
“(The members of their administration) are
going to do what they are going to do anyway.”
Zarrick said after the meeting that while
President David Laughlin will have the final
decision on matters regarding the changes
during the expansion, “Mr. Laughlin has been
aggressive in soliciting input.” Zarrick added
that student ideas concerning desires such as
technology in the Student Life Center would
be “easy to accomplish.”
Schenkenberg said that while Mulligan
had made some assumptions regarding the
expansion plans, there would be a good
chance of seeing some of the HOG’s desires
come to fruition.
Zarrick, the HOG’s head, then detailed
the new club approval process, in which clubs
are no longer thrown before HOG, but are
approved by the committee of Zarrick, Vice
President of STUCO Tom Neuner, and Assistant Principal for Academic Affairs Mark
Michalski.
Regarding the new club approval process, Zarrick said that the new committee
would make the process more “streamlined.”
Another part of creating a leaner HOG

is changing the previous three-hour meetings
once a semester to shorter meetings as called
for by the administration.
Following a Dauphin yearbook request
for clubs to send in photos of club activities throughout the year, Zarrick went on
to explain the questionnaire, which asked
students to rate times at which they might
attend leadership programs.
Leadership program ideas included lessons on reaching a consensus, taking minutes
at a meeting, budgeting, speaking in public,
First Aid, organizing an event, setting goals,
facilitating meetings, and motivating club
members.
Opinions vary regarding the new
optional leadership programs. Tylka said,
“Clubs are interested in getting stuff done,”
rather than focusing on bureaucracy. Tylka
also had doubts about the programs’ utility:
“The Science Club doesn’t take minutes, and
we still get things accomplished.”
Director of Diversity Robert Evans, who
attended the meeting with ACES, said he was
not sure what the meeting was going to be.
Although Evans is “happy about the future
of the HOG,” he would “like to see groups
who didn’t show up participate.” Evans also
wondered, “Are forty people going to have
a real say-so?” with the administration.
Schenkenberg imagined the workshops

as longer meetings outside of the school day
in which outside leaders as well as faculty
could help students learn leadership skills.
She added, “I was pleased with the number
of clubs and organizations that participated,”
adding that “the real goal of the HOG is that
it is more student led.”

HOG

Photo by Mr. Matt Sciuto

(from 1)
mitted to providing services that enhance
the lives of children, youth, young adults,
women and families infected, affected, and at
risk for HIV disease through coordination of
medical care, social support and prevention
services.”
The kids benefiting from the toy drive
are “usually in the hospital,” said ACES
member Luis Llanos, a sophomore.
SLUH Director of Diversity Robert
Evans said that Project ARK approached
him two years ago and asked him if SLUH
would be willing to participate in the drive.
He agreed, and the toy drive was a success
in its first year. After not having the drive last
year, ACES is once again asking students to
bring in new toys to donate to Project ARK,
offering a pizza party as a reward to the
homeroom which donates the most toys.
STUCO’s annual International Christmas Drive, set up through Catholic Charities

U.S. District Attorney Stephen Murphy, ’80,
speaks to the AP American Government Class
yesterday during activity period. President
Bush has nominated Murphy to serve on the
Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals bench.
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(from 3)
The way I have seen students treated
disgusts me, and it is this inhumane treatment
of fellow humans that compelled me to write
this letter. I have witnessed overreactions to
student comments and faculty get in their face
about it. I have witnessed students backed
against a wall, which reminded me very
much of the way a prisoner is stared down
before an execution. This school has become
a fairly tolerant school, with few name calling
between students, but I have seen faculty act
worse than any bully could to these people.
Students are sometimes treated as if they
were intruders which must be treated and
intimidated into submission.

Some of the adults in this school forget
that they and the students are all human beings
who have just as many feelings to be hurt and
crushed. Humanity is forgotten sometimes,
and people are treated as dirt, as if we were
some necessary evil or festering garbage that
must be attended to. This school should be
about people teaching fellow people what
they have to offer, not about keeping students
in line until the paycheck arrives. The point
we are establishing is that we are men for
others, not that we are men who tuck in their
shirts and always have the right book for class.
The formalities and mechanics of education
should be second to the actual education.
This problem of cruelty towards students

is not pervasive but it is growing and it is
the growth that scares me. SLUH has always
been a place where I can be myself and not
be afraid to be attacked about who I am. But
now I see countless senseless punishments
issued for insignificant things. But now I
am worried these teachers are watching my
back merely to find a good place to stab it.
But now the presence of superior and inferior
is overwhelming this school, and making it
more like a prison than a home.

(from 3)
wrong for us to relax for the one period we
have free? Sometimes we, and we’re sure
we’re not alone, need to mentally rejuvenate
before taking on the rest of the day, not to
mention multiple hours of homework. In
addition, we really don’t see why playing
wiffle ball or other games are so terrible. They
aren’t dangerous to students’ health or the
facilities. In fact, we see them as something
people can do to bond with their classmates.
Brotherhood can be strengthened when we
spend time together, specifically outside of
the classroom so that we can get to know each
other more fully. Brotherhood can NOT be
strengthened while one is forced to have his
history book open and a friend is forced to
have his Russian book open studying during
our unscheduled periods.
The only other two reasons we can think
the administration can devise to justify banning these games would be academics and
image. Concerning academics, the average
ACT score for last year’s graduating class was
a 29, and the majority of the class received

academic scholarships. We would not say
that implies relaxation is taking away from
our intelligence, but merely grants the student more time to partake in extracurricular
activities and mutual time with classmates.
In regards to image, is the image of kids
laughing and having fun playing games
together negative?
Our academic excellence is well-known,
for it is something that we continue to pride
ourselves in, but we don’t have to look uptight
to uphold the image by forcing us to always
study. Wouldn’t it look better if people saw
that we can manage our time and balance
it with work and play, to maintain positive
attitudes and exemplary grades?
The second reason for disagreeing with
this rule is very simple: SLUH is a COLLEGE prepatory school. Therefore, SLUH
students need to be trusted to handle their
own time. As stated is the NCA guidelines
mentioned above, we need to be qualified
for post-secondary education.
If a student needs extra study time, he
should realize the benefits of spending time

preparing for class, but if his psyche is in
need of a mental life raft, then that student
should take that R&R time. In preparation
for college, students need to be trusted to
budget their own time. Learning to do just
that could determine the success of a student
in post secondary education and even in life.
You could be one smart person, in fact be
the smartest person in the school, but if that
smart student does not learn to manage his
time, then he could just become an intellectual
snob.
We entrusted SLUH to provide us with
experiences that will prepare us for success
in all aspects of post secondary education:
academics, a sense of community, and time
well spent outside of the classroom.
For all of these reasons, we would ask the
administration to reconsider their approach
to dealing with the time spent outside of the
classroom during the seven periods of the
day.

(from 3)
by humbling ourselves to visit and care for
them. Join us in prayer, in love, in hope, in
donating, and in visiting.
The drive started Monday, Nov. 26, and
runs until Saturday, Dec.15, the delivery date.
That’s 15 days to raise funds and items for a
family that has so little. We now have ended
our second week of fundraising, and have 5
days left to donate until the delivery date.

My heart has been touched by generosity of homerooms in the past. One year there
was a homeroom that donated over $1,000
in items and cash to their family. Wouldn’t it
truly be touching if each homeroom strived
for that goal or could raise $500 in items
and cash for each of their families? Please
be generous in this drive, because a family
has entrusted your homeroom with their
well-being for this Christmas. Show them

the true meaning of Christmas. I hope you
are as excited as I am to see the fruits of your
labor on Dec. 15 when we meet at SLUH
to celebrate a Mass and commission you to
deliver to your families. May the journey
from Advent to Christmas truly be a blessed
time for you and your loved ones, and know
that you are all in our prayers.
Brett DeLaria
Vice President for Pastoral Activities

MARTZLER

DeLARIA

Dan Wall, ’08

Michael Miller,’09, and Theodore Hartzler,
’08.
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BEE SEE YA
(from 5)
2-0.
Midway through the second period,
though, sophomore forward Greg Place
found junior forward Kevin Corby wide open
in front of the net for a one-timed missile that
sailed past CBC goaltender Peter Filip.
CBC did respond quickly with a rebound
shot that sneaked past Effinger, maintaining
their two-goal lead. But it was the last goal
the Cadets would score.
Late in the second period, junior Jack
Berger and Place raced down the center of
the ice in a two-on-one. Berger slipped the
puck under the falling purple defenseman,
and Place unloaded on the puck, putting it
over Filip’s left shoulder and sending his
water bottle flying several feet into the air.
But the ’04RedSoxbills weren’t finished.
With 17 seconds left in the second, CBC took
a penalty that turned out to be the gamechanging play that gave SLUH momentum
heading into the final period of play. With
time running out on the clock, senior Chris
Faron let loose with a desperate shot on goal,
hoping the puck would somehow find the
back of the net. Filip saved the initial shot,
but the puck rolled to Berger, who lay waiting
at the side of the net. Berger remorselessly
buried the puck with .6 seconds left on the
clock, tying the game at three.
The last period was 20 of the most
nerve-wracking minutes any player on the
team has ever faced in a SLUH hockey

headlock
(from 5)
Led by captain James Barton, the Jr.
Bills made a late rally.
Coach Jon Ott said, “Barton had the
best match. He was unlucky during parts of
the match.” Ott went on to say that Barton
won because “he did not get frustrated. He
kept fighting and did what was shown in
practice.”
During the match Joe Shupe of CBC
hooked both arms under Barton’s arm while
in the standing position and tried to outmuscle Barton. With one big torque of the
waist, Barton threw Shupe to the mat and
pinned him.
Senior captain Ken Homan had a chance
to win his match early. Homan is known for
his “funky” style. During the first minute
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game. Busenhart and assistant coach Ray
Knapp opted to begin running a two-line
rotation, using the third line when the first
two tired.
It proved to be a particularly smart move
to put out that third line halfway through the
period. In a scrum in front of the CBC net, the
puck drifted to defenseman-turned-forward
Steven Lindsley in the high slot. With a wide
open net, Lindsley buried the puck in the net
to give SLUH a 4-3 lead and the eventual
game winner.
Down a goal, the Cadets began pouring
on the pressure, but the Jr. Bills turned to a
more passive forecheck, sending only one
man deep and keeping four in the neutral
zone and high slot. Time and time again, CBC
attempted outlet passes only to be broken up
by the SLUH trap. The Cadets pulled their
goaltender with a minute left in the period,
and the rest of the game was played in SLUH’s
zone—until Corby threw the puck down
the ice with thirteen seconds left to play in
regulation. The puck looked like it was going
to stall inches from the empty net, but, as if
willed a few more inches, it casually drifted
across the goal line, securing SLUH’s first
victory over CBC since 1995.
As the clock ticked down from ten
seconds, a cheer of “Just like soccer!” resounded throughout the rink and, well, the
rest is history.
Sally Busenhart, wife of head coach
Charlie Busenhart, said, “It was a great game
and an honest win. I have no illusions that

it’s going to be easy… but we can beat them
the next two times we play them.”
Faron had a similar response to the win.
“We played well and really gelled as a team.
It was a dank win. The fans did a good job
too. They worked that railing.”
The following Tuesday, the victorious
Jr. Bills followed up with a close 3-1 escape
over Webster Groves. SLUH was plagued by
illness, missing two of their forwards and two
more played with ailments. Nevertheless,
they should have played better.
After an emotionally draining weekend
for the Icebills, they just weren’t firing on
all cylinders. They trailed 1-0 going into
the second period and were only able to get
motivated after a Berger goal early in the
second period.
The Jr. Bills buried another one in the
second period on a power-play goal from
Colin FitzGerald, and again in the third on
an intercepted Webster pass that ended up
in the back of the Skatesmens’ net. Overall,
it was a dull performance on a dull night for
the Hockeybills.
As for the railing collapse, reality is
quickly turning to legend. It is rumored that a
single tear fell down the cheek of head coach
Charlie Busenhart (which may be true), that
his wife Sally suffered two broken legs (not
true) and that a cheerleader was hospitalized
(also not true). Here is the truth: after a 22game regular season drought, SLUH finally
emerged victorious over their conference
rival.

of the match Homan, twisting and turning
in ways no human being should, was able
to expose his opponent’s back to the mat
but was unable to get the pin. As the match
continued, the CBC wrestler was able to get
a couple of key takedowns, eventually winning the match by a minor decision. Homan
had pinned the same opponent in the Patriot
Classic just three days earlier.
Last to wrestle was senior heavyweight
Josh Ritchey. Ritchey has been one of the
brightest spots on the team this season.
Watching Ritchey wrestle on the varsity
mats, no one would ever guess that he spent
virtually all of the past two seasons on the
DL. He is confident and effective with every
movement on the mat.
Ritchey showed off his favorite move—

the drag trip—several times in the meet with
CBC. Putting his powerful leg behind his
opponent, Ritchey pushed forward causing
his opponent to trip backwards. Ritchey made
short work of his opponent from there.
The Jr. Bills will wrestle this weekend
at the Ritenour Tournament. If you are in the
area, Barton highly advises attending.
“We should win. And we wrestle against
another MCC opponent, Vianney,” he said.
Barton has reason to be hopeful, as SLUH
is an annual power at the tournament.
Stephen Colbert’s Words of
Wisdom of the Week:
“There’s a phrase we live by in America:
‘In God We Trust.’ It’s right there where
Jesus would want it: on our money.”
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moving to 4-0 while dropping Kirkwood to
(from 5)
most impressive showing, with six of eight 2-1.
quarterfinalists and three of four semifinalThe usually very reliable tandem of
ists. Anthony Bess and junior Kevin Kissel Vonderheide and Bess played poorly on
squared off in the finals in a grueling match. Tuesday. They won the first game without
Bess won the first 11-5, but Kissel roared any issues 15-4, but nothing went right from
back in the second to win 11-9. In the crucial there.
tiebreaker, Bess prevailed 11-10 with a much
“We had some good racquetball today,
debated call by referee Matt Vonderheide that and then we had the doubles team,” said
had major implications on the match. Kis- coach Joseph Koestner. Team Vonderbess
sel hit an overhand shot that was originally dropped their first game of the year 15-12.
ruled good, but after Bess lost the point, he They simply could not hit the ball the way
questioned the call and it was overturned. they wanted to. Fortunately, Vonderbess was
Kissel was furious and went on to lose by able to scrape out the tiebreaker 11-9.
that crucial one point.
“We played terribly,” said Bess, “but I
Division three was a near replica of can guarantee it won’t happen again.”
two: six of eight in
No. 5 seed Kissel
the quarters, three
had a bad blister on
of four in the semis,
his swinging hand,
and once again a bruand his control suftal SLUH match-up
fered. He couldn’t
in the finals. Junior
have very good ball
Clay Newberry and
placement, but relied
Jack Reichenbach
on his speed to defeat
went blow for blow
John Malley 15-10,
into a tiebreaker, but
15-9.
eventually it was ReAndrew Zack
ichenbach winning
needed to post a
Junior Clayton Newberry prepares to smack the raquet- statement win after
11-10, 4-11, 11-9.
ball to obilivion in his win over Kirkwood.
Sophomore Joe
missing last week
Ebel showed why he is JV-2 captain as he against Parkway West. Zack did just that,
won division four. It could have been another beating Matt Bottchen 15-7, 15-4.
all-SLUH final but DeSmet’s Michael ButPaul Marsek again followed his trend of
ler was too much for sophomore Brendan slow starts, as he fell early to a 7-2 deficit
Giljum. However, Ebel defeated Butler in to fellow four seed Will Backus. Marsek
the finals 11-5, 11-9.
characteristically turned it around,winning
The Racquetbills tasted defeat in divi- 15-9, 15-3. Marsek said that he did not feel
sion five as sophomore Tim Wilmes fought well and it really affected the way he moved
against DeSmet’s Bryan Folk. Wilmes gave around the court.
his all but fell 11-6, 11-6.
The best performance of the day beThe Bills did not fare well in division longed to junior Spencer Rusch. Rusch’s
six. The highest finisher was junior Cary serve rotation was phenomenal and opponent
Adams, who reached the semis but fell to Evan Steiner never had a chance. The No.
Parkway Central’s Corey Hart.
3 seed won 15-0, 15-4. However, Rusch’s
Last, but certainly not least, was divi- opponent didn’t seem to be giving 100 persion seven, or the young talent division. The cent.
Bills just might have found their next stars
“I played well,” said Rusch. “It’s just
in freshmen Joe Murray and Nick Frank. really frustrating when you play someone
Both managed to battle to the finals where who doesn’t care.”
they squared off. Murray skinned out another
No. 2 Godefroid faced off against Joe
nail-biter 11-5, 9-11, 11-9.
Marlo. Marlo played lackadaisically, and
The Varsity I Racquetbills came off threw Godefroid off his game a little, but not
the tournament win hungry for more, and enough to make Godefroid drop a game, as
they found it against a previously unbeaten he won 15-7, 15-10.
Kirkwood team. The Allthewaybills won 6-1,
“Joe (Marlo) has a really strange game,”
photo by zac boesch
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said Godefroid. “If you can’t contain him,
he will surprise you.”
Joe Hoffmann faced Brandon Mitchener
who was fresh off his Rollout tournament
win. Hoffmann and Mitchener went toe to
toe in the first, but Hoffmann made a few key
mistakes at the end to lose 15-14. Hoffmann
rushed his game in the second and did not
take the time to think about shots. He lost
decisively 15-6.
“I had a chance to win game one and
I skipped an easy shot,” said Hoffmann.
“I just got down on myself after that. You
can’t make stupid mistakes like that against
Mitchener.”
The Racquetbills have a full month off
from games before they play Chaminade on
Tuesday, Jan. 8, but they will be in constant
preparation for nationals, now less than three
months away.

wanna
(from 6)
According to Kornfeld, college coaches
“come in and out of (SLUH) constantly”
during winter and spring to ask Kornfeld
about athletes from SLUH and in the St.
Louis area. For example, Wisconsin and
Northern Illinois—typical of the Midwestern recruiting crowd—visited SLUH this
Wednesday.
Additionally, Kornfeld corresponds with
colleges by phone and mail, and sends them
DVDs of individual players. Through this
process, colleges generally become aware
of potential prospects by their sophomore
years.
Despite universities’ interest, Wingo
remains relaxed about the influx of offers.
“I’m not even thinking about (colleges) right
now. I’m going to wait until next year, and
then I’ll sit down with my family and coaches
and make a decision,” he said.
Wingo could play running back or defensive back in college. “I’ll play whatever
position to get on the field,” he said.
Wingo would prefer to go to a school
that would allow him to run track as well as
play football. “Hopefully, I can do both,” he
said.
In addition to seeing where he stacks up
against the cream of the junior crop, Wingo
will watch the main event of the weekend

see WINGO, 12
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rifle
(from 6)
highly valuable at the college level. Nine
months later, the switch still carries some
controversy.
“All involved with the rifle team completely disagreed (with the decision to stop
small bore),” Bresnahan said. “That hasn’t
changed.”
“Personally, I’m still kind of bitter about
it,” said senior Sam Gall. “Especially for the
underclassmen, not having several years of
(small bore) background—and some of them
are very good and could potentially go on and
shoot in college—not having that experience
is not good.”
Gall, in fact, may be the first Riflebill
to suffer the consequences of the switch
to exclusively air rifles when he goes to
college. He said he has talked to a couple
of college rifle coaches, and they have
told him that it is not a huge problem
that he will have missed a year of small
bore training this year. Still, they have
warned that his lack of .22 experience
will likely cost him shooting time at the
college level.
Gall and fellow senior Anthony
Vicini said that, despite the effort to reduce
travel time, the rifle team still has plenty of
long trips this year. The trip to Gilman, Ill.,
last weekend took more than four hours in
each direction, they said. Though the trip was
delayed by ice on the roads, Google Maps
estimates that the 229-mile trip from SLUH
to Gilman, which is north of Champaign, Ill.,
would take about three hours and 40 minutes
under perfect conditions.
Gall also noted that the team will have
to travel to Kansas City for the Junior Olympic Trials this year, when in past years the
event was held at SLUH. He said SLUH can
no longer host because the school dropped
small bore. Riflebills who hope to compete
in Kansas City will also have to travel to an
outside range for some small bore practice
prior to the trials.
Schenkenberg acknowledged that travel
times might remain long right now but said
the administration hopes those trips will
become shorter over time as more and more
schools adopt air rifle teams, as is the current
trend in the sport.
The rifle team, traveling less or not, faces
several teams new to the SLUH schedule
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this year—teams who aren’t at the elite
level SLUH can compete at, according to
Bresnahan.
The Jr. Bills, who have four top-three
finishes and one national championship in
the past five years, must fill holes in their
schedule (left by higher-end teams who
compete with small bore too) with weaker
competition.
“The quality of competition has gone
down a little bit now that we’re air rifle only,”
Bresnahan said.
Bresnahan offered last Saturday’s Raider
Classic in Gilman as an example. He said it
was a “really poor performance” by the Jr.
Bills’ standard, but SLUH still won by a very

still the same basic idea, but you’re shooting
completely different things. Coach likes to
compare it to telling the football team they
can still play football, but they have to play
touch football. It’s not quite the same.”
Both Gall and Vicini saw decreased
freshman interest in rifle as one result of
losing the .22 caliber guns.
“I think it has had a big effect on the
freshman program,” Gall said. “Getting
freshmen down there (to the rifle range) has
been a challenge because we had to order
completely new rifles, and that process took
a while. I don’t think the air rifles have quite
the same appeal to the freshmen as the small
bore rifles did. They don’t go ‘Bang!’ I know
that’s kind of silly, but there’s actually
something to that.”
Bresnahan said that the rifle program’s late start this year, because the
team had to buy proper equipment for air
rifle shooting (at a cost of about $9,000,
Bresnahan said), also has contributed to
the decrease in numbers of freshmen at
the range.
Neff, who runs the freshman rifle
club on Thursdays, agreed, saying, “It’s
possible ... that people might think of air rifle
as more of a pellet gun type of thing. But it’s
really the exact same amount of precision and
dedication and time that’s required to do the
same thing with small bore rifle shooting.”
Neff continued, “That (misconception)
and the transition of me helping out the
shooters and Will being out of town at times,
we got a little slower start to the season (so)
people maybe didn’t know about (the rifle
team) as much.”
Neff, who captained the rifle team in
2001 before moving on to the University of
Michigan, returned to the team as a coach
when he heard the team needed some help
this year, especially with Bresnahan moving
out of town. He said his goal as a freshman
coach is “to really continue the excellence
that this program has demonstrated over the
last 40 years by winning a number of national
championships. Really, this freshman club
is where we get members of the team.”
Bresnahan is glad to have Neff on his
staff. “When he was shooting, he was a big
help teaching the younger shooters,” Bresnahan said. “I have ultimate confidence in
him.”

photo by jon tylka

The RifleBills practice shooting their air rifles
in the depths of SLUH.

large margin.
Regardless of any disagreements, the
rifle team has accepted the switch to air
rifles and adjusted its routine. “It’s definitely
a big change,” Vicini said. “It’s a different
dynamic.”
The most obvious change is in the practice schedule. The team now shoots air rifles
five days a week, where last year they shot
air rifles only on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
According to Vicini, this shift isn’t all that
radical.
“Since we did shoot with air rifle before,”
he said, “there are no drastic changes. It’s
really just getting rid of one thing.”
Vicini clarified the slight differences
between small bore and air rifle. He said
air rifle targets stand farther away from the
shooter and weigh less. The air rifles themselves are heavier and have a different feel
when fired.
“It’s like baseball and cricket,” Vicini
said. “They’re similar games, but they’re
definitely different.”
Gall also drew a similar comparison
“It’s definitely really different,” he said. “It’s
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by Matt Bettonville

Inflation Invasion

Friday, December 7
Schedule L-Homeroom at 8:50am
Mother/Son Liturgy 7:30am
Second Year NIE Breakfast
Faculty Christmas Party
Tacos and Salad
Saturday, December 8
ACT Exam
WR @ Ritenour Tourney 10am
Sunday, December 9
Alumni Board Mass and Brunch 9am
Winter Choral/Dance/Band Concert
JV-HOC @ Ft. Zumwalt West (at Rec
Plex) 6:45pm
Monday, December 10
Special Schedule
Fine Arts Assembly
SAC Meeting 7pm
HOC vs. Chaminade (at Affton), 9:15pm
Bosco Sticks, Sloppy Joes

Calendar

*Lunch menu subject to change.

Tuesday, December 11
Schedule R
IM-Basketball-Fresh.
BB @ Vianney 5:30pm
B-BB @ Vianney 7pm
CB-BB @ Vianney 4pm
WR vs. Vianney 6pm
JV-WR vs. Vianney 6pm
C-WR vs. Vianney 6pm
RB2 @ Chaminade (at Hampshire) 3:30pm
JV1-RB2 @ Chaminade (at Hampshire)
3:30pm
Vie de France Breadsticks, Chicken Rings
with Fries
Wednesday, December 12
Schedule R
Fresh. English Tutorial
IM-Basketball-Junior
JV-WR @ Windsor Tourney 4:30pm
Fresh/Soph-WR @ Pattonville Quad 4pm
Nachos, Brunch for Lunch

Dec. 7 - Dec. 14

Thursday, December 13
Schedule R
Investment Club Meeting
IM-Basketball-Fresh.
CW-BB vs. Fox 4pm
JV-HOC vs. Chaminade (at Brentwood)
9pm
JV1-RB1 vs. Vianney (at Concord) 3:30pm
JV2-RB1 @ DeSmet (at Hampshire) 3:30pm
JV3-RB1 @ DeSmet (at Hampshire)
3:30pm
Pizza Sticks, Chicken Strips and Bacon
Sandwich
Friday, December 14
Schedule R
Junior Round Table
Faculty/Staff Christmas Party
IM-Basketball-Senior
BB vs. Chaminade 5:30pm
B-BB vs. Chaminade 7pm
CB-BB vs. Chaminade 4pm
French Toast, Pizza

wingo

skins
(from 6)
Holtgrewe, ’00, the year before.
“He was tough, very physical,” said
SLUH football head coach Gary Kornfeld.
“He was excited to play on game night, the
very enthusiastic type of player, (the type)
that you love to coach. He always gave you
everything he had.”
The students’ support is one thing that
he loves and misses from playing at SLUH.
Sinclair said things like Blue Crew and
running down Berthold are irreplaceable
memories.
“I don’t think guys realize how unique
that is,” said Sinclair. “Since I left, I’ve been
to a lot of high school games all across the
country and there’s nothing that compares
to the type of student support, so you guys
should all be proud of that for sure.”
Sinclair continued his career at the
University of Illinois, where his team won
the Big Ten championship his freshman year.
Illinois’s great season enabled Sinclair to
play in the Rose Bowl, a career highlight,
he said. Sinclair was also given honorable
mention to the all-Big Ten team his junior
year. Then it was time to give a run at the
NFL.
The Baltimore Ravens signed Sinclair
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off the draft in 2005, and then cut in the
team’s final cut (see vol. 70, issue 3). Sinclair
continued his career by winning the World
Bowl, the NFL Europe equivalent of the
Super Bowl, with the Frankfurt Galaxy.
Released after his second NFL stint,
this time from the Miami Dolphins practice
squad, Sinclair said he thought about quitting,
but received calls from arena football teams
and eventually was persuaded to break his
promise never to play arena football.
“I tried (arena football) for a month,
didn’t like it, and ended up going back to
NFL Europe,” said Sinclair. After another
season with the Galaxy, Sinclair’s final push
to the NFL was coming.
The Redskins signed Sinclair to their
practice squad as a free agent after his second
season in Frankfurt. After his promotion last
week, Sinclair’s hopes are high.
“I think I’ve exceeded (the Redskins’)
expectations for this year, and I’ve made a
good impression on the defensive coaches,
so hopefully they think enough of me to
bring me back last year,” said Sinclair. “My
defensive coordinator has told me a lot of
good things and I feel like he has gotten more
comfortable with me as the year is going
on.”

(from 10)
live: the U.S. Army All-American Bowl,
a nationally televised all-star game for the
nation’s top 80 high school seniors, divided
into two 40-man teams by East and West.
These players are “tomorrow’s college
and NFL stars,” according to usarmy.com.
Sixty-three Army Bowl alumni have been
selected in the NFL draft since the game’s
inception in 2000, including Reggie Bush,
Adrian Peterson, Brady Quinn, and Vince
Young.
However, for every Bush and Quinn,
there are hundreds of Michael Ray Garvins.
Never heard of him? Exactly.
Wingo acknowledges that no official
honor gurantees future success. Nevertheless,
he hopes a strong showing at the combine,
along with a solid senior season for SLUH,
will earn him a spot on next year’s West
squad and a return trip to the Alamodome.

Basketball Nightbeat

The BeatK-Woodbills beat Maplewood
69-66 in an overtime thriller last night. Junior
guard Darrin Young led the way, hitting some
crucial free throws late in the game and finishing with 24 points. The Junior Bills are set to
face Kirkwood tonight at 8:30 in the semifinals
of the Webster Classic. ~Jared Fechter

